This paper is aimed to demonstrate the increase in complexity of wall bounded flow around a three-dimensional hill while the stable stratification is introduced. The high-resolution numerical simulations allow for detailed visualizations of various flow features that are characteristic for this type of flows and are virtually absent in the classical neutral case. The flow over a single 3D hill was chosen as a typical scenario found in atmospheric boundary layer flows, being of crucial importance in predicting many important phenomena including e.g. local precipitations or pollution dispersion. The governing equations of fluid motion are based on the Boussinesq approximation of momentum equations, supplemented by the divergence-free incompressibility constraint. These equations are solved numerically using high-order compact finite-difference scheme on non-orthogonal, wall-fitted grid. Selected numerical results are discussed in detail to demonstrate some of the most notable flow features.
Introduction
The wind flow over an isolated hill is probably one of the most commonly studied cases among the atmospheric boundary layer flows. In the classical, neutrally stratified case, the presence of hill, only locally perturbs the flow. It introduces wake, recirculation zone in some cases, however the spatial extent of these phenomena is rather limited. Thus also the computational setup used for this kind of simulations is adapted to this topology of the expected solution. This means the computational grid is usually refined just in the close proximity of the hill, it is wall fitted to capture boundary layer, while it is kept rather coarse at the far field. Also the inlet and especially free-stream boundary conditions are considered to be only of minor importance.
The situation will however change dramatically when a stable stratification is introduced to this classical fluid flow case. The vertical forcing due to stable density/temperature gradient is responsible for generating waves in the flow field. These waves are characterized by the BruntVäisälä frequency
depending on the gravity acceleration g, characteristic density ρ * (resp. potential temperature Θ * ) and its background field vertical gradient ∂ρ 0 (z)/∂z. Considering the characteristic advection speed U * , the wavelength can be estimated as λ ≈ U * /N . The problem configuration is sketched in the Fig. 1 . These hill-generated waves form a whole wave-field that spreads over long distances. This means that the grid quality as well as the boundary conditions at the far field significantly affect the solution.
The aim of this paper is to point out some of the stratification related flow features with emphasize on their spatial three-dimensional structure. In addition, some numerical setup and solver related problems will be discussed. 
Mathematical model
The Boussinesq approximation for an incompressible, thermally stratified fluid flow is considered. The unknown fields are the velocity u, pressure p, density 1 ρ (resp. its perturbation p , ρ )
Here κ is the mass (density) diffusivity and γ = gradρ 0 is the background density field gradient related to the thermodynamic lapse-rate of atmosphere.
Numerical solver
Numerical solution is based on the artificial compressibility formulation, adding the time-derivative of pressure into the continuity equation, to enforce the incompressibility constraint. Principle of semi-discretization is used to decouple the spatial and temporal discretizations. First, the spatial derivatives are discretized using high order compact finite difference approximation. The details can be found in our previous works [1, 2] which are based on papers [4, 3, 7] . The scheme is extended to 3D by local transformation of curvilinear (x, y, z) coordinates into computational grid described by orthogonal coordinates (ξ, η, ζ). The corresponding transformation Jacobians are also approximated by compact finite-differences.
Spatial discretization
The compact discretization is based on the idea that that instead of approximating the spatial derivatives φ of certain quantity φ explicitly from the neighbouring values φ i , the (symmetric) linear combination of neighboring derivatives (. . . , φ i−1 , φ i , φ i+1 , . . .) is approximated by weighted average of central differences. In the simplest case one-dimensional compact schemes can be written in the form:
Here h = ξ i − ξ i−1 is the spatial step, while the parameter a and coefficients α k are determined to meet the prescribed accuracy (or other requirement) for the specific scheme within the family described by (5) . It is not difficult to see that e.g. for a = 0, α 1 = 1 and α 2 = 0, the explicit (classical non-compact) second order central discretization is recovered.
The schemes (5) form a subclass of compact schemes with three-diagonal matrix and (at maximum) five-point computational stencil. For the simulations presented here, the following coefficients were used:
This choice of coefficients leads to a one-parametric family of formally fourth order accurate schemes. For a = 0 the classical explicit fourth order discretisation is recovered, while for a = 0.25 the well known Padé scheme is obtained. As an exception within this family of schemes, a single sixth order method can be obtained for the specific choice of a = 1/3. This kind of spatial discretization is used along each coordinate axis, resulting in solving threediagonal systems of algebraic equations along grid lines.
Low-pass filter
A compact low-pass compact filter [3, 2] is used to suppress the high (grid) frequency nonphysical oscillations in computational field. The low-pass filter allows to preserve physically relevant waves and flow features, while damping the higher frequency numerical oscillations.
The low-pass filter can be formulated in a form very similar to (5) . The linear combination of filtered values φ i is obtained as a weighted average of central averages of symmetric averages over stencils of different widths. The filter family with three-diagonal matrix can be written as:
The filters of different orders can be obtained for various choices of coefficients [2, 4] . For example the eight order filter can be obtained using coefficients:
The parameter −0.5 < b < 0.5 is used to fine-tune the filter. For other compact filters see e.g. [7] .
Temporal discretization
Although the solved case is assumed to be steady, the model (2-4) is formulated in unsteady way (and extended by artificial compressibility modification). This allows to use the time-marching method to reach the steady solution for t −→ ∞. The spatially discretized governing equations are transformed (point-wise) into a system of ODEs for the vector of unknowns W = col(p, u, v, w, ρ ). These ODEs are solved by an explicit Runge-Kutta multistage scheme. Here the Strong Stability Preserving (SSP) Runge-Kutta methods were used. The family of explicit SSP Runge-Kutta schemes is usually written in the form introduced in [5] .
In the present study some of the optimal [6] , in the sense of accuracy versus stability, up to the order three SSP RK methods, were adopted. Hereafter the SSP(s,o) denotes the Runge-Kutta method which consists of s stages, having the order of accuracy o.
Computational setup
The computational setup is rather simple. A rotationally symmetric sinusoidal hill is placed on a wall in a 3D computational block. The 2D cut of the domain domain Ω in the x − z plane of symmetry is shown in the figure 1.
The domain dimensions are 100m × 60m × 60m, with the hill being placed at 1/3 of the domain length, in the plane of symmetry. The hill height is H = 3m and diameter of its base is D = 12m. The inlet velocity profile is approximated by a fourth order polynomial of the form U z = U * (2z − 2z 3 +z 4 ), where non-dimensional heightz is defined asz = z/H. The other characteristic parameters are the velocity U * = 1 m · s −1 , dynamic viscosity µ = 1 · 10 −3 P a · s, gravity acceleration g = −10 m · s −2 . The background density field is assumed to be linearly stratified, i.e. varying along the vertical coordinate as ρ 0 (z) = ρ w + γ · z. The wall level density is set to ρ w = 1.2 kg · m −3 . The vertical density gradient is varying between zero (for neutral case) up to γ = −0.01 kg · m −4 . The mass diffusion was neglected, i.e. κ = 0.
Numerical results
The numerical results shown in this section only represent a small fraction of the results obtained. The cases shown below were chosen to demonstrate some of the main features and tendencies found in stably stratified flows over an orography. The results were obtained using the sixth order compact discretization (i.e. with a = 1/3), eight order compact filter (with b = 0.45), integrated in time by SSP(3,3) Runge-Kutta scheme.
The effect of varying intensity of stratification γ is shown in the Fig. 2 . It is evident, that the variation (increase in absolute value) of the stratification parameter γ, brings a notable difference in the structure of the wake behind the hill. The wave-field grows in size and the associated wave patterns increase their frequency, i.e. reduction of their spatial wavelength. This behavior is in agreement with expectations summarized in Section 1. This means the frequency changes as √ γ and corresponding wavelength as 1/ √ γ. Besides of the above mentioned isosurfaces, the contour plots in several vertical and horizontal cuts are shown in the Fig. 3 . The spatial periodicity of the wake structure is obvious and can also be observed in the Fig. 4 , showing the wavy character of is demonstrated in the Fig. 5 , where for the picture on the right, the characteristic velocity was dropped from U * = 1m/s to one half, i.e. U * = 0.5m/s. This results into expected raise in the spatial frequency of waves, i.e. in the reduction of their wavelength λ ∝ U * /N . This demonstrates the counter-intuitive requirement, that for slower flows a finer grid is needed. Even in the far field, the grid resolution should not drop under some fraction of the λ, to allow for resolution of the gravity waves.
Conclusions & Remarks
The numerical simulations provided a useful initial insight into the flow field structure and its dependence on the intensity of stable stratification. The high order numerical discretization has proved its applicability and usefulness in resolving three-dimensional fine scale flow features. Among the conclusions that can be drawn from these simulations let's mention e.g.
1. The use of high resolution numerical discretization seems to be necessary to resolve the small amplitude gravity waves in the far field. On the other hand, the high order discretization also tends to resolve and preserve any inaccuracy in prescribing the boundary conditions.
2. Special care should be devoted to optimal choice of efficient, but not excessive numerical stabilization. The stratified case simulations seem to be sensitive to any form of non-physical damping introduced by numerical discretization.
3. The inlet boundary conditions have more deeper impact on stratified flow simulations than in the neutral case. Inappropriate choice of the inlet velocity profile can generate a perturbation in vertical velocity that is propagated downstream to the computational domain.
Based on this preliminary experience, the future research will focus namely on the following issues:
• Finding appropriate inlet and far-field boundary conditions. This might be especially challenging in the case of turbulent flows, where analytical solutions are not available.
• Improvement in the numerical stabilization robustness and reliability, especially with respect to sensitivity to grid spacing and deformation.
• A deeper study of the influence of time discretization to stability of the numerical solver.
